
Underline the relative clause in 
this sentence:

Adam, who had terrible hay

fever, couldn’t stop sneezing. 

Year 5 Autumn Term 2 5

a

Write one word into each section of this table: e

Tick the sentence that uses the word ‘balance’ as a noun.

During the gymnastics lesson, Heidi held a fantastic balance before 
completing a forward roll.

Lenny tried hard to balance the egg on the spoon.

f

Tick all the sentences that contain a subordinating conjunction:

Musa hates cabbage nor does he like sprouts.

Georgina took a deep breath before she dove into the pool.

Because he slipped on the ice, Jeremy needed his ankle bandaged.

d

Can you write the past tense of these words? b

______________

______________

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled up a determiner. 
Can you help him unjumble it?

    

c

l
a

l

adjectives pronouns proper nouns

say

wear



Underline the relative clause in 
this sentence:

Adam, who had terrible hay

fever, couldn’t stop sneezing. 

Year 5 Autumn Term 2 Answer Sheet 5

a

Write one word into each section of this table:

Accept any adjective, pronoun and proper noun in the correct sections 
of the table.

e

Tick the sentence that uses the word ‘balance’ as a noun.

During the gymnastics lesson, Heidi held a fantastic balance before 
completing a forward roll.

Lenny tried hard to balance the egg on the spoon.

f

Tick all the sentences that contain a subordinating conjunction:

Musa hates cabbage nor does he like sprouts.

Georgina took a deep breath before she dove into the pool.

Because he slipped on the ice, Jeremy needed his ankle bandaged.

d

Can you write the past tense of these words? b

  wore  

   said   

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled up a determiner. 
Can you help him unjumble it?

 all   

c

l
a

l

say

wear



Add commas around the relative clause in 
this sentence:

Adam who had terrible hay

fever couldn’t stop sneezing. 

Year 5 Autumn Term 2 5

a

Write two words into each section of this table: e

‘Balance’ can be used as a verb and a noun. Write a sentence where 
‘balance’ is used as a noun.

           

           

           

           

f

Write the subordinating conjunction that fits best into each sentence:

Georgina took a deep breath     she dived into the pool.

    he slipped on the ice, Jeremy needed his ankle bandaged.

d

Can you write the past tense of these words? b

______________

______________

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled up two  
determiners. Can you help him to unjumble them?

    

    

c
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adjectives pronouns proper nouns

repay

strike



Add commas around the relative clause in 
this sentence:

Adam ,  who had terrible hay

fever , couldn’t stop sneezing. 

Year 5 Autumn Term 2 Answer Sheet 5

a

Write two words into each section of this table:

Accept any two adjectives, pronouns and proper nouns in the correct 
sections of the table.

e

‘Balance’ can be used as a verb and a noun. Write a sentence where 
‘balance’ is used as a noun.

Accept any sentence with ‘balance’ used as a noun,   

e.g. During the gymnastics lesson, Heidi held a fantastic balance 

before completing a forward roll.      

f

Write the subordinating conjunction that fits best into each sentence:

Georgina took a deep breath   before/after  she dived into the pool.

Because/As/Since  he slipped on the ice, Jeremy needed his ankle bandaged.

d

Can you write the past tense of these words? b

  struck  

  repaid  

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled up two  
determiners. Can you help him to unjumble them?

 all   

 any   
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a
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strike



Add a relative clause and the appropriate 
punctuation to this sentence:

Adam       

       

couldn’t stop sneezing. 

Year 5 Autumn Term 2 5

a

Write three words into each section of this table: e

‘Balance’ can be used as a verb and a noun. Write two sentences: 
one where ‘balance’ is used as a verb and one where ‘balance’ is used 
as a noun.

           

           

           

           

f

Write the subordinating conjunction that fits best into each sentence:

Georgina took a deep breath     she dived into the pool.

    he slipped on the ice, Jeremy needed his ankle bandaged.

Now use ‘after’ in a sentence as a conjunction.

                

                

d

Can you write the past tense of these words? b

______________

______________

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled up three  
determiners. Can you help him to unjumble them?

    

    

    

c

l a l n y

a

u

h

e

g

o

n

adjectives pronouns proper nouns

teach

wind



Add a relative clause and the appropriate 
punctuation to this sentence:

Accept any appropriate sentence 
with a relative clause that adds 
extra detail, e.g.  Adam, who 
had terrible hay fever, couldn’t 
stop sneezing.

Year 5 Autumn Term 2 Answer Sheet 5

a

Write three words into each section of this table:

Accept any three adjectives, pronouns and proper nouns in the correct 
sections of the table.

e

‘Balance’ can be used as a verb and a noun. Write two sentences: 
one where ‘balance’ is used as a verb and one where ‘balance’ is used 
as a noun.

Accept two sentences where ‘balance’ is used as a verb and a noun, e.g. 
Noun: During the gymnastics lesson, Heidi held a fantastic balance 
before completing a forward roll. Verb: Lenny tried hard to balance 
the egg on the spoon.

f

Write the subordinating conjunction that fits best into each sentence:

Georgina took a deep breath   before/after  she dived into the pool.

Because/As/Since he slipped on the ice, Jeremy needed his ankle bandaged.

Now use ‘after’ in a sentence as a conjunction.

Accept any sentence where ‘after’ is used as a subordinating conjunction used 
at the beginning of a subordinate clause, e.g. After greedily eating her lunch, 
Samantha rushed out into the playground. 

d

Can you write the past tense of these words? b

  wound  

  taught  

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled up three  
determiners. Can you help him to unjumble them?

 all   

 any   

 enough  
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teach

wind


